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Abstract—With the ongoing development and improvement of
deep learning technology, autonomous vehicles (AVs) have made
tremendous progress in recent years. Despite its great potential, AV
supported by deep learning technology still faces numerous security
threats, which prevent AV from being putting into large-scale prac-
tice. Aiming at this challenging situation, in this paper, we would
like to exploit two attacks against deep learning algorithms in traffic
sign recognition system by leveraging particle swarm optimization.
Specifically, we first exploit the PAPSO (poisoning attack with
particle swarm optimization) which focuses on the training process
of the deep learning algorithms in the traffic sign recognition
system, i.e., the attacker injects crafted samples into the training
dataset, causing a reduction in classification accuracy of the traffic
sign recognition system. Then, we also explore the EAPSO (evasion
attack with particle swarm optimization) which on the other hand
focuses on the interference process of the deep learning algorithms,
i.e., the attacker adds some hardly perceptible perturbations to the
targeted test sample, leading to a misclassification on it. Extensive
experiments are conducted to shed light on the effectiveness of
our attacks, and some corresponding defense strategies are also
presented.

Index Terms—Autonomous vehicles, traffic sign recognition,
deep learning, evasion attack, poisoning attack.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE pioneer study on autonomous vehicles was done by
CMU Navlab Group in 1984. Since then, considerable

attention [1]–[10] has been paid to the field and it has become an
important research trend of vehicular technology. As deep learn-
ing technology continues to evolve and improve, autonomous
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Fig. 1. Three attack surfaces of autonomous vehicle.

vehicles have gained impressive advances. For instance, in 2010,
Google developed an autonomous car that could change or main-
tain lanes. GM developed the EN-V series of smart cars, which
used the Internet of Vehicles technology to achieve automatic
driving and parking; in 2017, Tesla launched the Autopilot 8.1
system, which greatly enhanced the performance of autonomous
cars.

Despite these dramatic improvements, there is a growing
recognition that autonomous vehicles expose numerous new
vulnerabilities. The threats surrounding autonomous vehicles
can be mainly divided into three types as illustrated in Fig. 1.
For instance, Zeng et al. proposed an attack against the GPS [11],
in which they proved that the navigation system will navigate
the car to a wrong direction by shifting the GPS location slightly.
Petit et al. [12] confirmed in their work that the MobilEye
C2-270 could be confused by utilizing a laser light or LED
matrix and Yan et al. [13] demonstrated that Tesla Model S
automobile’s cameras were vulnerable to the same attack; Key-
less entry system is threatened by jamming attacks [14], replay
attacks and relay attacks [15]; and the protocols used in the
autonomous vehicle also contain many security flaws [16].

Nevertheless, little attention has been paid to the safety of
deep learning algorithms in autonomous driving. In fact, au-
tonomous vehicles heavily rely on deep learning algorithms to
recognize objects and control the vehicle. For example, traffic
sign recognition is an important application of deep learning in
autonomous vehicles. It employs deep learning algorithms to
classify the traffic sign image captured by the camera device
and uses the intelligent control system to control the vehicle
according to the classification results. However, deep learning
is vulnerable to many malicious attacks [17]–[33]. Poisoning
attack is performed during the training process of deep learning,
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in which the attacker injects malicious samples to the training
dataset, leading to a reduction in prediction accuracy of the
learned model. For example, handwritten digit recognition [17],
PDF malware detection [21] and recommendation systems [24]
may be misled via some carefully forged malicious samples. On
the other hand, evasion attack focuses on the predicting process
of deep learning, in which the attacker generates an adversarial
example and the classifier may make a wrong classification on
it. For example, a misclassification may be made through adding
imperceptible or hardly perceptible perturbations to the normal
traffic sign image [30]. A spam may be classified as a normal
e-mail by adding several positive words into the spam [31].

In this paper, we first exploit the PAPSO (poisoning attack
with particle swarm optimization) and the EAPSO (evasion
attack with particle swarm optimization) against deep learning
algorithms. After that, we perform the PAPSO and the EAPSO
on traffic sign recognition system to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our attacks. Finally, we summarize some defense
strategies against the two attacks. Specifically, our contributions
of this paper can be elaborated in the following four aspects:
� First, we exploit the PAPSO, which degrades the perfor-

mance of the learned model by injecting crafted samples
into the training dataset, and we employ the particle swarm
optimization to optimize the poisoned sample to gain better
attack effects.

� Second, we explore the EAPSO, which attacks the interfer-
ence process of the deep learning model by adding some
hardly perceptible perturbations to a normal sample and
causing a misclassification of it, and we utilize the particle
swarm optimization to optimize the adversarial sample to
improve the effect of attack.

� Third, we are the first to consider both poisoning attack and
evasion attack against deep learning algorithms in traffic
sign recognition system. Our two attacks are universally
applicable to all deep learning algorithms or machine learn-
ing algorithms and they can be implemented through the
similar attack methodology. Because these two attacks are
both black-box attacks, they are more valuable in practice.

� Finally, we perform an extensive experimental evaluation
on our attacks. Concretely, we first analyze the impact of
hyper-parameters on attack effects and then evaluate the
performance of the learned model in the case of multiple
poisoned samples. Experimental results suggest that only
10% poisoned samples are enough to decrease classifica-
tion accuracy of the learned model to about 33%; the prob-
ability that the targeted test sample is classified correctly
can be reduced to about 22% by adding a perturbation of
12.5% of the feature value.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We start
by describing the details of the threat model in Section II. Then,
we present the attack methodology in Section III. After that, we
explain on how to implement our attacks in autonomous vehicles
in Section IV. Experimental analysis is carried out in Section V,
followed by related work and defense strategies in Section VII
and Section VI, respectively. Finally, we draw some conclusions
in Section VIII.

II. THREAT MODEL

To make a deeper investigation on the attack methodology
of attackers, it is crucial for us to know the knowledge and
the capability of the attacker. Thus, in this section, we use the
threat model to describe the characteristics of the attacker, which
mainly consists of the following aspects.

A. Attacker’s Goal

Attacker’s goal can be defined from the following three dif-
ferent perspectives:
� Security violation: This characteristic defines the desired

security violation of the attacker and can be mainly divided
into three categories: integrity violation, the attacker has an
arbitrary objective such as causing a specific misclassifica-
tion on the targeted test sample; availability violation, the
attacker’s goal is to make the functionality of the learning
model unavailable by decreasing the classification accu-
racy; privacy violation, the attacker’s goal is to compromise
private information about the system.

� Attack specificity: According to attack specificity, at-
tacker’s goal can be divided into two categories: tar-
geted attack, the attacker’s goal is to cause a misclas-
sification of the targeted sample; indiscriminate attack,
the attack’s goal is to cause a misclassification of any
sample.

� Error specificity: According to error specificity, attacker’s
goal falls into two categories: specific attack, the attacker’s
goal is to make the classifier classify the targeted sample to
a specific wrong class; generic attack, the attacker’s goal
is to make the classifier classify the targeted sample as any
other class.

In this work, we consider two kinds of attacker’s goals: the
attacker who carries out poisoning attack focuses on decreasing
the classification accuracy of the learned model; and the attacker
who implements evasion attack aims at increasing the probabil-
ity that the targeted test sample is misclassified.

B. Attacker’s Knowledge

Attacker’s knowledge of the targeted model can be mainly
categorized into three levels:
� Perfect-Knowledge: it is also referred to as white-box

attack, which means everything about the targeted model
is known to the adversary. Although this scenario may be
impractical in the real world, it provides an opportunity to
evaluate the machine learning systems in a worst-case.

� Limited-Knowledge: it is also referred to as gray-box at-
tack, which means the adversary knows some components
of the targeted model, but not completely.

� Zero-Knowledge: it is also referred to as black-box at-
tack, which means the adversary knows nothing about the
learning model.

In this work, we assume the attacker has zero-knowledge of
the targeted model, but he has the capability of using the model
and knowing the test accuracy of the targeted model.
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Fig. 2. Different processes targeted by poisoning attack and evasion attack.

TABLE I
NOTATIONS AND DESCRIPTION

C. Attacker’s Capability

Attacker’s capability means the ability of an attacker to control
the training dataset or test sample. In this work, we assume that
the attacker who carries out the poisoning attack has the ability
of injecting corrupted samples into the training dataset and the
attacker who implements evasion attack has the ability of adding
perturbations to the targeted test sample.

III. ATTACK METHODOLOGY

In this section, we present our attack methodology. First,
we begin by presenting a brief introduction to particle swarm
optimization. After that, we propose the PAPSO (poisoning
attack with particle swarm optimization) and the EAPSO (eva-
sion attack with particle swarm optimization), respectively. The
different processes targeted by poisoning attack and evasion
attack are shown in Fig. 2. Also, the notations and symbols used
in this work are listed in Table I.

A. PSO: Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle swarm optimization algorithm was originally pre-
sented by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 [34], whose idea was
derived from birds’ group foraging behavior. Specifically, in
the PSO, the first step of the PSO is to generate numerous
particles, which are randomly distributed in the solution space.
Each particle is a possible solution in the solution space and has
two properties: velocity vivivi and position pipipi. The best position
that the particle has experienced is denoted by pbest and the
best position that the whole group have experienced is denoted
by gbest. In practice, the goodness of the particles is evaluated by
the fitness value determined by the optimization problem. Each
particle adjusts its velocity and updates its position based on
pbest and gbest, thereby generating a new generation of groups.
Through information sharing among particles in the whole group
and constantly update, the optimal solution can be found after
several rounds of iterations.

Suppose that the optimization process is processed in N -
dimensional space, the position of the ith particle can be repre-
sented as:

pipipi = (pi1, pi2, . . ., piN )T (1)

the velocity of the ith particle can be expressed as:

vivivi = (vi1, vi2, . . ., viN )T (2)

The update process of the ith particle is presented in Eq. (3)
and Eq. (4):

vk+1
id = αvkid + c1r

k
1 (pbest

k
id − pkid) + c2r

k
2 (gbest

k
d − pkid)

(3)

pk+1
id = pkid + vk+1

id (4)

where vkid represents the velocity of the dth-dimension of the
ith particle in the kth iteration. pkid is the current position of the
dth-dimension of the ith particle in the kth iteration. pbestkid
is the best position of the ith particle has experienced in the
dth-dimension and the kth iteration. gbestkd is the best position
of the whole group has experienced in the dth-dimension and
the kth iteration. α is a non-negative number, called the inertia
weight, which reflects the impact of the past movement state
of the particle on its current behavior. r1, r2 are two random
numbers in (0,1). c1, c2 are acceleration factors. Note that, in
this work, c1, c2 are both set to 2 and α is set to 0.8.

B. PAPSO: Poisoning Attack With Particle
Swarm Optimization

Regarding PAPSO, the adversary’s goal is to decrease the
classification accuracy of the learned model through injecting
poisoned data to the training dataset. In order to evade the outlier
detection, the poisoned sample must be as stealthy as possible.
Thus, our strategy is to add imperceptible or hardly perceptible
perturbations to the normal sample and keep its label unchanged.
Our initialization approach is to choose a normal sample and
initialize random perturbations. The initialization algorithm of
the PAPSO will be presented in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Initialization of the PAPSO.
Input: M1 is the number of particles in the swarm; a
normal sample (xnxnxn, yn)

1: for each particle i = 1, . . .,M1 do
2: Initialize the particle’s position pipipi
3: Initialize the particle’s velocity vivivi
4: Initialize pbest: p∗ip

∗
ip
∗
i ← pipipi

5: end for
6: Initialize gbest: Choose acc(pmaxpmaxpmax) from acc(p1p1p1) to

acc(pM1
pM1pM1) where acc(pmaxpmaxpmax) is the maximum value.

7: pgbpgbpgb ← pmaxpmaxpmax

Algorithm 2: Poisoning Attack With Particle Swarm
Optimization.

Input: acceleration factors c1, c2; random numbers r1,
r2; inertia weight α; T1 is the number of iteration; M1 is
the number of particles in the swarm; a normal sample
(xnxnxn, yn)

Output: one optimal poisoned sample (xpxpxp, yn)
1: p1, p2, . . ., pM1 = initialization of the

PAPSO(M1, (xnxnxn, yn))
2: for t = 1 to T1 (iteration counter) do
3: for each particle i = 1, . . .,M1 do
4: vivivi ← αvivivi + c1r1(p

∗
ip
∗
ip
∗
i − pipipi) + c2r2(pgbpgbpgb − pipipi)

5: pipipi ← pipipi + vivivi
6: if acc(pipipi) > acc(p∗ip

∗
ip
∗
i ) then

7: p∗ip
∗
ip
∗
i ← pipipi

8: end if
9: if acc(pipipi) > acc(pgbpgbpgb) then

10: pgbpgbpgb ← pipipi
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: (xpxpxp, yn)← (pgbpgbpgb + xnxnxn, yn)
15: return (xpxpxp, yn)

pipipi (i = 1, . . .,M1) means different perturbations which will
be added to the normal sample (xnxnxn, yn). acc(pipipi) represents the
classification accuracy of the learned model under Dtr ∪ (xnxnxn +
pipipi, yn), where (xnxnxn + pipipi, yn) is the poisoned sample which is
combined by the normal sample (xnxnxn, yn) and pipipi. The pbest of
pipipi is denoted by p∗ip

∗
ip
∗
i and the gbest is denoted by pgbpgbpgb.

Before delving into the details of the PAPSO, some assump-
tions are made: the position of each particle is limited to the
allowable range during the update process; we generate and op-
timize one poisoned sample at a time; As for multiple poisoned
samples, we inject one poisoned sample to the training dataset
and carry out the PAPSO to obtain another poisoned sample,
these processes will be executed repeatedly. Poisoning attack
with the PSO will be described in Algorithm 2.

C. EAPSO: Evasion Attack With Particle Swarm Optimization

As for EAPSO, the adversary’s goal is to decrease the prob-
ability that the targeted test sample is classified correctly by
adding some hardly perceptible perturbations to the targeted

Algorithm 3: Initialization of the EAPSO.
Input: M2 is the number of particles in the swarm; the
targeted test sample (xtxtxt, yt)

1: for each particle j = 1, . . .,M2 do
2: Initialize the particle’s position pjpjpj
3: Initialize the particle’s velocity vjvjvj
4: Initialize pbest: p∗jp

∗
jp
∗
j ← pjpjpj

5: end for
6: Initialize gbest: Choose pro(pminpminpmin) from pro(p1p1p1) to

pro(pM2
pM2pM2) where pro(pminpminpmin) is the minimum value.

7: pgbpgbpgb ← pminpminpmin

Algorithm 4: Evasion Attack With Particle Swarm
Optimization.

Input: acceleration factors c1, c2; random numbers r1,
r2; inertia weight α; T2 is the number of iteration; M2 is
the number of particles in the swarm; the targeted test
sample (xtxtxt, yt)

Output: the optimal adversarial sample (xaxaxa, yt)
1: p1, p2, . . ., pM2 = initialization of the

EAPSO(M2, (xtxtxt, yt))
2: for t = 1 to T2 (iteration counter) do
3: for each particle j = 1, . . .,M2 do
4: vjvjvj ← αvjvjvj + c1r1(p

∗
jp
∗
jp
∗
j − pjpjpj) + c2r2(pgbpgbpgb − pjpjpj)

5: pjpjpj ← pjpjpj + vjvjvj
6: if pro(pjpjpj) > pro(p∗jp

∗
jp
∗
j) then

7: p∗jp
∗
jp
∗
j ← pjpjpj

8: end if
9: if pro(pjpjpj) > pro(pgbpgbpgb) then

10: pgbpgbpgb ← pjpjpj
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: (xaxaxa, yt)← (pgbpgbpgb + xtxtxt, yt)
15: return (xaxaxa, yt)

test sample. The initialization algorithm of the EAPSO will be
presented in Algorithm 3.

In Algorithm 3, (xtxtxt, yt) is the targeted test sample andpjpjpj (j =
1, . . .,M2) means different perturbations which will be added to
the targeted test sample. pro(pjpjpj) represents the probability that
the adversarial sample (xtxtxt + pjpjpj , yt) is classified correctly, where
the adversarial sample is combined by the targeted test sample
(xtxtxt, yt) and perturbation pjpjpj . The pbest of pjpjpj is denoted by p∗jp

∗
jp
∗
j

and the gbest is denoted by pgbpgbpgb. Evasion attack with the PSO
algorithm will be described in Algorithm 4.

It is important to mention that these two attacks are black-
box attacks, which mean the adversary knows nothing about the
target model when performing these attacks.

IV. IMPLEMENTING OUR ATTACKS ON

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES

In this section, we first describe the processes of traffic sign
recognition system. Then, we present a brief introduction to
Convolutional Neural Network. After that, we explain on how
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Fig. 3. The main processes of traffic sign recognition system.

to perform the PAPSO and the EAPSO on traffic sign recognition
system, respectively.

A. Traffic Sign Recognition System in Autonomous Vehicles

There are many types of traffic signs, such as speed limits,
prohibitions, instructions, warnings, etc. These signs are of great
significance in regulating the driving behavior of drivers. Accu-
rately detecting and identifying traffic signs can help reduce
the driving pressure of drivers and avoid accidents. Nowadays,
with the rapid development of intelligent transportation systems,
driverless technology has received much attention and developed
rapidly. As a critical part of autonomous driving system, traffic
sign recognition system has been intensively explored [35],
[36]. Deep learning technology plays a critical role in traffic
sign recognition due to the advantages of high precision, high
robustness and low cost. As shown in Fig. 3, the system mainly
consists of four processes:

1) The image acquisition process is to collect the images
captured by camera device on the car.

2) The preprocessing process is to remove redundant back-
ground information of the image, eliminate the effects of
various noises, enhance and restore the areas containing
traffic signs and provide high-quality input images for
subsequent processes. For example, the image acquired in
the first step may have random noise, which is called image
deterioration. It will affect the accuracy of the subsequent
processes. By adopting some algorithms restoring the
image, image deterioration can be alleviated and the image
definition can be improved.

3) The traffic sign detection process is to locate the image
area containing the traffic sign. For instance, the input
image may contain not only the region of traffic sign,
but also a large number of regions that are useless for
recognition. In order to provide high-quality input images
for the next step, it is necessary to use some techniques
to minimize those useless areas. Generally, traffic signs
have a variety of features, such as color, shape, size, etc.
These features are helpful for locating the location of
traffic signs. By doing so, the complexity and difficulty
of the recognition process can be greatly reduced, and
the recognition accuracy and recognition speed can be
effectively improved.

4) The traffic sign recognition process is to classify the
image area identified in the previous stage. In recent
years, neural networks, especially convolutional neural
networks, have made important breakthroughs in the
field of image processing, such as research on face
recognition [37], [38]. Thus, we utilize convolutional neu-
ral network to classify the traffic signs in this paper.

B. A Brief Introduction to Convolutional Neural Network

CNN has shown impressive performance in the field of image
processing. It is generally applied in the traffic sign recognition
systems. The architecture of convolutional neural networks is
similar as traditional neural networks. The difference is that
CNN optimizes the training process of traditional neural net-
works: convolutional neural networks use convolution oper-
ations in the network layer, which is different from matrix
multiplication in traditional neural networks. The convolution
operation has the advantage of weight sharing and can effectively
reduce the number of parameters being trained. A classic CNN
architecture called LeNet-5 is depicted as in Fig. 4. In general,
CNN includes the following layers:
� The input layer is the input to the convolutional neural

network, which sends the data into the convolutional neural
network in the form of a matrix.

� The convolution layer is the most critical part of the
convolutional neural network. It consists of numerous
convolution units and the back-propagation algorithm is
employed to optimize the parameters of each convolution
unit. The convolution layer’s goal is to extract features of
the input. Some features of the input can be enhanced by
convolution operations and noise can be reduced.

� The pooling layer compresses the input feature map,
which makes the feature map smaller and simplifies the
network computation complexity. This also prevents over-
fitting to some extent.

� The fully connected layer connects all features and sends
output values to the classifier.

C. Implementing the PAPSO on Traffic Sign
Recognition System

The processes of the PAPSO against traffic sign recognition
system are described as below:

1) Set the number of particles M1, choose a normal image
in the traffic signs training dataset, and carry out the
initialization of the PAPSO.

2) Set the required parameters and perform the PAPSO
algorithm.

3) Through the iteration of the T1 round, select the particle
that minimizes the test accuracy as a poisoned sample and
put it into the original training dataset Dtr.

4) Repeat the procedure from step (1).
5) The poisoned sample dataset Dp generated by the above

process is the optimal set of poisoned samples.

D. Implementing the EAPSO on Traffic Sign
Recognition System

The processes of the EAPSO against traffic sign recognition
system are described as below:

1) Set the number of particles M2, obtain the targeted traffic
sign image, and carry out the initialization of the EAPSO.

2) Set the required parameters and perform the EAPSO
algorithm.
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Fig. 4. The architecture of LeNet-5.

3) Through the iteration of the T2 round, select the particle
that minimizes the probability that the targeted test sample
is classified correctly.

4) The optimal adversarial sample is the combination of the
particle and the targeted test sample.

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we implement our attacks on traffic sign recog-
nition system assisted by CNN. Specifically, we first implement
the PAPSO in the case of single poisoned sample to analyze the
influence of hyper-parameters. After that, we evaluate the perfor-
mance of the learned model under multiple poisoned samples.
Finally, we implement the EAPSO on traffic sign recognition
system and evaluate the performance of the classifier on the
target sample.

A. Setup
� Datasets: Two famous traffic sign datasets (BelgiumTS

dataset1 and GTSRB dataset)2 are chosen as our datasets.
BelgiumTS dataset contains 62 different traffic signs,
whose training dataset includes about 4591 images while
the test dataset has around 2534 images. The material
is recorded in urban environments from Flanders region
in Belgium, by GeoAutomation; GTSRB dataset contains
43 different, whose training dataset includes about 39000
images and the test dataset has around 12000 images.

� Models: The architecture of CNN used in our experiments
is LeNet-5. The network is run over 150 epochs, with batch
size 128. A classification accuracy of about 95% is reached
under untainted training data on BelgiumTS dataset and
a classification accuracy of about 97% is reached under
untainted training data on GTSRB dataset.

� Attack Scenarios: As mentioned before, two attack sce-
narios are considered in our work: the PAPSO aims to
decrease the classification accuracy of the learned model
by injecting poisoned samples to the training dataset; the
EAPSO focuses on minimizing the probability that the
targeted test sample is classified correctly by adding some
hardly perceptible perturbations to the targeted test sample.

1https://btsd.ethz.ch/shareddata/
2http://benchmark.ini.rub.de/?section=gtsdb&subsection=dataset

Fig. 5. Results of the PAPSO on BelgiumTS dataset. (a) The modified range
= 5%. (b) The modified range = 7.5%. (c) The modified range = 10%. (d) The
modified range = 12.5%.

B. Experimental Results of the PAPSO

1) The Influence of Hyper-Parameters (in the Case of Single
Poisoned Sample): We first analyze the attack effect of single
poisoned sample with different hyper-parameters. Concretely,
we use modified range to describe the allowable variation range
of the sample’s feature value. For example, the modified range
means the range of the feature value v is limited to (0.95v,
1.05v) in the case that the modified range is 5%. Then we set the
modified range of the image to 5%, 7.5%, 10%, 12.5% and set
the population number M to 50, 100, 150, 200. The influence of
the two hyper-parameters on the effect of the PAPSO is shown
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

From the results we have obtained, we observe that the larger
the number of particle swarms, the more effective the attack is.
That’s because the larger number of particle swarms enables the
particles to be distributed in the solution space more randomly,
which is easier for the algorithm to get a better solution. More-
over, a large modified range can also improve the attack effect,
but it may also reduce the stealth of the attack.

2) Multiple Poisoned Samples: After analyzing the influence
of the two hyper-parameters on the effect of the PAPSO, we
evaluate the performance of the learned model under multiple
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Fig. 6. Results of the PAPSO on GTSRB dataset. (a) The modified range =
5%. (b) The modified range = 7.5%. (c) The modified range = 10%. (d) The
modified range = 12.5%.

Fig. 7. Results of the PAPSO in the case of multiple poisoned samples.

poisoned samples. Specifically, we set the modified range to
12.5%, the population number M to 100, the number of itera-
tions T to 25 and carry out the PAPSO repeatedly. The results
are shown in Fig. 7, where poison rate means the proportion of
the poisoned samples to the total number of samples.

On the basis of our results, it can be concluded that the perfor-
mance of the learned model degrades significantly by injecting
poisoned samples into the training dataset. More concretely,
the red line represents the classification accuracy of the learned
model under BelgiumTS dataset, which has dropped from 95%
percent to 33% by injecting only 10% poisoned samples. The
blue line represents the classification accuracy of the learned
model under GTSRB dataset, which has declined from 97% to
63% by injecting only 10% poisoned samples.

C. Experimental Results of the EAPSO

As for BelgiumTS dataset, we select the test sample shown
in Fig. 8(a) below as the target sample, the probability that
the sample is classified correctly is about 93% without at-
tack. In terms of GTSRB dataset, we select the test sample

Fig. 8. The two target test samples. (a) The target sample in BelgiumTS
dataset. (b) The target sample in GTSRB dataset.

Fig. 9. Results of the EAPSO on BelgiumTS dataset. (a) The modified range
= 5%. (b) The modified range = 7.5%. (c) The modified range = 10%.
(d) The modified range = 12.5%.

shown in Fig. 8(b) below as the target sample, the probability
that the sample is classified correctly is about 99% without
attack. Similarly, we evaluate the effect of the EAPSO when
the modified range of the image is set to 5%, 7.5%, 10% and
12.5%, the population number M is set to 50, 100, 150, 200.
The experimental results of the EAPSO are shown in Fig. 9
and Fig. 10.

From the results we have obtained, we find that there is a
distinct decrease in the probability that the targeted sample is
classified correctly after several iterations. Specifically, in the
case of the modified range is 12.5% and the population number
is 200, that probability falls from 93% to 22% in terms of
BelgiumTS dataset and that probability falls from 99% to 24%
in terms of GTSRB dataset.

The adversarial samples with different modified ranges are
shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. These adversarial samples are
normal samples combined with hardly perceptible perturbations.
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Fig. 10. Results of the EAPSO on GTSRB dataset. (a) The modified range =
5%. (b) The modified range = 7.5%. (c) The modified range = 10%. (d) The
modified range = 12.5%.

They can still be correctly classified under the recognition of the
human eyes, but may be misclassified under the recognition of
the deep learning model.

VI. DEFENSE STRATEGIES

A. Defense Strategies Against Poisoning Attack

Defense technologies against poisoning attack mainly fall into
two categories: data sanitization and robustness improvement.
Nelson et al. [39] proposed a defense algorithm called reject on
negative impact to remove malicious samples: firstly, they add a
suspicious sample to the original training dataset and get a new
training dataset. After that, a new classifier is trained under the
new training dataset. Then they evaluate and compare the perfor-
mance between new classifier and the original classifier (trained
under the original training dataset) under the same test dataset.
If the error rate of the new classifier is higher than the original
classifier, the suspicious sample will be recognized as a poisoned
sample and cleaned out of the training dataset. Otherwise, it will
be considered as an untainted sample. However, this method
requires a set of untainted samples and other samples will be
judged based on this untainted data set. In practice, it is often
difficult to obtain enough untainted samples. In addition, the
operations of this method are computationally intensive which
are not applicable to large-scale datasets. Biggio et al. [40]
proposed a defense technology which employed the method of
bagging ensemble construction. It can reduce the effect of the
poisoned samples in training dataset by improving the robustness
of the model.

B. Defense Strategies Against Evasion Attack

Defense strategies against evasion attack focus on improving
the robustness of learning algorithms. Papernot et al. [41] pro-
posed an algorithm called distillation to improve the robustness
of the machine learning model. Specifically, they train an initial
deep neural network based on the original training data X and
labelsY to obtain the probability vector predictionsF (X). Then
they use the training data X and the output result F (X) as a
new label to train a similar distillation network to obtain a new
probability vector predictions F d(X). After that, they use the
new distillation network to classify or predict. The sensitivity of
the model to small disturbances is reduced and the resistance to
the adversarial sample is improved through this method. Szegedy
et al. [42] proposed a method called adversarial training to
mitigate evasion attacks. Specifically, they introduced legalized
adversarial samples into the training dataset, which mimicked
the possible adversarial samples during the prediction process.
Adversarial training can gradually improve the classification
performance of the model on legal samples and adversarial
samples and make the learned model more robust against adver-
saries. Tramèr et al. [43] proposed ensemble adversarial training,
which augments training data with adversarial samples from
many other models. Song et al. [44] proposed Multi-strength
Adversarial Training (MAT), which combined the adversarial
training examples with different adversarial strengths to de-
fend evasion attacks. In fact, although adversarial training is
effective, it still cannot completely resist adversarial samples.
Mainly because it is unrealistic to include all possible adver-
sarial samples in the training set during the adversarial training
process.

VII. RELATED WORK

In terms of poisoning attack, Mei et al. [45] proposed a
poisoning attack framework employing the idea of machine
teaching [46], which is the inverse problem of machine learning.
In machine teaching, the learning algorithm L and the target
model θ∗ are known, the optimal training setD needs to be found
so that L(D) = θ∗. [47] extended the target of poisoning attacks
to multi-classification problems for the first time, they proposed
a new poisoning attack algorithm leveraging on the method of
back-gradient optimization. This algorithm can be performed
on a wider range of learning algorithms with lower complexity.
Jagielski et al. [48] proposed a poisoning attack framework on
regression algorithms. Specifically, they proposed two methods
of poisoning attacks: the first one is based on optimization, the
attacker’s strategy can be formulated as a two-level optimiza-
tion problem. The gradient descent method is used to optimize
this problem to obtain a better poisoning sample; the second
one is based on statistics, poisoning samples can be quickly
generated by statistically analyzing the position characteristics
of the poisoning samples that have performed well in the past.
Suciu et al. [49] defined the knowledge and capabilities of the
attacker in detail from four dimensions and proposed a targeted
poisoning algorithm StingRay, which can be applied to many dif-
ferent learning algorithms and can bypass two existing defense
algorithm.
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Fig. 11. The adversarial samples for BelgiumTS dataset. (a) The modified range = 5%. (b) The modified range = 7.5%. (c) The modified range = 10%. (d) The
modified range = 12.5%.

Fig. 12. The adversarial samples for GTSRB dataset. (a) The modified range = 5%.(b) The modified range = 7.5%. (c) The modified range = 10%. (d) The
modified range = 12.5%.

As for evasion attack, it was first proposed for some applica-
tions of machine learning in the field of security. The attacker
can generate adversarial samples that can successfully evade the
detection of the security system to achieve a malicious attack on
the system, which poses a serious threat to the security of the
system. For example, the attacker may evade spam detection
by adding some positive words to spam [31] or imitate the
identities of other users in the face recognition system [50].
As for the method to generate adversarial sample, Szegedy
et al. [42] employed L-BFGS algorithm to search the adversarial
samples in the input space and obtain the optimal adversarial
samples by adding small perturbations to the correctly classified
input sample. Goodfellow et al. [51] employed the FGSM (fast
gradient sign method) to obtain the minimum perturbations
r, so that the perturbed image can deceive the deep learning
model and make it misclassified. Moosavi-Dezfooli et al. [52]
proposed the DeepFool method to generate adversarial samples
with minimal perturbations. Their experiments demonstrated
that the adversarial samples produced by DeepFool have less
perturbation than FGSM under the similar deception rates. Pa-
pernot et al. [53] employed Jacobian Matrix to evaluate the
sensitivity of the model to each input feature and used adversarial
salience map to select the perturbation. After that, they ranked
the contribution of each input feature to the misclassified target
and generated an optimal adversarial sample. Szegedy et al. [42]
found transferability of the adversarial samples, which means
an adversarial sample against a machine learning model may
still be effective against a different machine learning model.

After that, considerable research efforts have been devoted to
the transferability of the adversarial sample [30], [54].

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed two attacks against traffic
sign recognition system in autonomous vehicles by leveraging
particle swarm optimization. Specifically, we first propose the
PAPSO (poisoning attack with particle swarm optimization)
which attacks the training process of the deep learning model
by injecting crafted samples into the training dataset. Then
we propose the EAPSO (evasion attack with particle swarm
optimization) which attacks the interference process of the deep
learning model by adding some hardly perceptible perturbations
to a normal sample and causing a misclassification of it. After
that, the PAPSO and the EAPSO are performed on traffic sign
recognition system. Experimental results suggest that the clas-
sification accuracy of the learned model has dropped from 95%
to 33% by injecting only 10% poisoned samples; the probability
that the targeted sample is classified correctly falls from 93%
to 22% by adding some hardly perceptible perturbations. Fi-
nally, some defense technologies against these two attacks are
presented.
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